GLASS ORBS ARE FROSTED BY HAND TO CREATE AN IRREGULAR TEXTURE REMINISCENT OF 19TH CENTURY FROSTING TECHNIQUES. CENTRAL LIGHT SOURCES EMIT A SOFT GLOW THAT IS REFRACTED THROUGH THE SURROUNDING CLUSTER OF ORBS.

CLOUD® XL

73 ORB
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DIMENSIONS: APPROX. Ø 60"  
HEIGHT TO ORDER  
INCLUDES UP TO 85"  
ADDITIONAL HEIGHT $10 PER INCH  
MINIMUM HEIGHT: 50"  
NOTE: ONLY OVERALL FIXTURE HEIGHT 76" AND ABOVE WILL INCLUDE A TOP STEM  
APPROXIMATE WEIGHT: 45 LBS

LAMPING: MAX 60W EACH  
6 3W DIMMABLE LED BULBS INCLUDED  
240 LUMENS EACH, 2500K COLOR TEMPERATURE  
BULB LIFE: 30,000 HOURS  
120V: E26 GLOBE M: MATTE WHITE, Ø 1.75"  
240V: E27 GLOBE M: MATTE WHITE, Ø 1.75"

UL / CE APPROVED  
VOLTAGE: 120-240

FINISHED AND ASSEMBLED BY HAND IN NY FROM DOMESTIC AND IMPORTED COMPONENTS. CUSTOMIZATION AVAILABLE. ALL PIECES MADE TO ORDER. 50% DEPOSIT REQUIRED. BALANCE DUE PRIOR TO SHIPPING. LEAD TIME APPROXIMATELY 8-10 WEEKS.

$28800  
$32000 FOR TWO-TONE FINISH  
FINISHTO ORDER  
ADD 30% FOR TARNISHED SILVER
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